
 

PROFILE  -  DIRECTOR/EDITOR/INSTRUCTOR 

Award winning documentary filmmaker based in New York covering stories from the 
remotest parts of the world. Professionally certified Avid Media Composer editor with a 
deep knowledge in visual storytelling and story development. 

EXPERIENCE 
LEAD EDITOR/CINEMATOGRAPHER ON DOCUMENTARIES — 2015-2019 

Ghost Villages of Himalayas (India) 
Human Trafficking (Bangladesh)   For Our Fathers (Boston)  
With the Waves (New York)    Himalayan Migration (India)  
How to sow seeds (India)    Wandering (New York)    
A dive into Life (LA, Vegas)    Drugs of Bronx (New York)   
Jeremy(New York)     The Zen Dream (Vegas) 

EDITOR, UPROAR MEDIA -  2019 
• Demonstrated ability to understand director’s artistic vision and maintain 

alignment with vision throughout editing process. 
• Developed and managed projects from concept to completion, including 

storyboards, post-production editing and final delivery formats. 

TEACHER’S ASSISTANT, NEW YORK FILM ACADEMY, MARCH 2019-
AUGUST 2019 

• Assisting teachers in the smooth running of the classes by solving on the go technical 
problems.  

• Giving feedback and additional time to students who require more individual 
attention. 

• Organizing and preparing class for the main instructor to deliver as much as possible. 
• Taking care of any foreseeable technical or logistical issues in terms of equipment or 

subject matter. 
• Making sure the deliverables are ready on time for each student for submission. 
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• Communicate back and forth between the faculty and the students to bridge the gap 
between them. 

 
 

INSTRUCTOR, NEW YORK FILM ACADEMY —  AUGUST 2019-PRESENT 
• Introduce and teach students the basics of editing to better apply a variety of 

instructional techniques, including hands-on curriculum. 
• Help students in storytelling and enhance their technical knowledge on the editing 

software. 
• Implemented and optimized new curriculum and day-to-day instruction to align 

educational strategies with industry best practices. 
• Teaching effective workflow; media management; basics of the software; technical 

aspects of editing; story building; basic color correction; consult on student's edits; 
critical feedback through discussion; engaging your audiences; deliverables, winding up 
a project and exporting. 

• He conducts masterclasses for documentary department, 12 weeks and 4 weeks short 
term workshops. 

• Here is the list of programs he teaches at the New York Film Academy 
1. One year documentary filmmaking program 
2. Basics of sound gear and sound in the 6 weeks and one year documentary program 
3. 6 weeks documentary filmmaking program 
4. 12 weeks digital editing 
5. 4 weeks intensive digital editing 
6. Weekend Teen high school BAFTA workshops 
7. Masterclass on editing trailers : Crafting a Trailer with ‘Kuldeep' 
8. Consulting sessions with students for the development of their projects 

TECH LIAISON, TRIBECA FILM FESTIVAL — 2019 
Efficiently monitor the smooth running of the festival by organizing and managing 

resources. Provided leadership vision, direction, development and maintenance of 

multiple complex and high priority tasks between the theaters and other components of 

the process. He had tight deadlines and had to manage the distribution of the DCP(Digital 
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Cinema Print) packages and the BluRay discs for the smooth and timely running of the 

shows.  

Evaluated existing plans, processes and events planning services to identify opportunities 

for improvement. He fulfilled contractual obligations, including communications, vendor  

coordination, schedule creation, budget administration and rehearsal and day of event 

coordination.  

PART OF THE JUDGING PANEL AT IDA-INTERNATIONAL DOCUMENTARY 
ASSOCIATION 2019 

Kuldeep Sah Gangola was part of a distinguished judging panel at the International 
Documentary Association 2019.  

He screened over 20 films within a span of a month and provided his valuable 
feedback to help decide and breakdown the a movie in terms of storytelling point of 
view. 

He screened and analyzed stories for the Tribeca Film Festival. He monitored and 
processed films ranging from feature length documentaries to short documentary for 
complex and well informed audiences from all around the world. He helped foster 
culture of viewership priority by aligning the films with the needs and wants of the 
viewers.  

He provided supportive link between external and internal units of the festival by 
engaging in quality development. He measured effectiveness of viewer satisfaction by 
defining quality standards for content. 

STORY AND EDITING CONSULTANT ON ’10 WEEKS TO GREEN’ 
AWARENESS CAMPAIGN 
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Provide opinions, thoughts and critique on the story arc of  the project. 

Discuss and brainstorm ideas with the director and help him decide the best way to tell 

the story and spread awareness . 

Divide the entire process into sequential steps and make it easy for the viewers to 

understand small steps and their importance in a bigger scenario. 

LEAD EDITOR ON ‘OUR BLOOD’ -  REFUGEE CAMPS 

• Lead editor handling media management, story structure, story boarding, editing, sound 

engineering, color correction, effects rendering and delivering the edit in the correct 

and suitable broadcasting format. 

• Organizing rushes and pulling out selects for each individual episode of the series. 

• Finding and creating a story arc in a span of 2 minutes. 

• Crafting and carving a story to best tell the ongoing crisis as well as developing an arc 

over several episodes. 

DIGITAL IMAGING TECHNICIAN(DIT), HELPMAN PRODUCTION, TO KID 
OR NOT TO KID, ITVS TV SERIES -  THEATRICAL RELEASE (NEW YORK, 

LOS ANGELES AND TORONTO) 
Organized and backed up drives with dailies for the each episode. 

Effectively communicate for the director of photography and his team to backup and 

initialize date for the edit. 

Manage and organize folders to contain all the footage and sound which will later be 

put in an assembly for in the editing software to get the transcribes. 
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INDUSTRY CREDITS 
Film Name : Ghost Villages of Himalayas 

Editor/Director - Kuldeep Sah Gangola 

Screened in the festivals: 

1. DOC NYC (Oscar qualifying festival) OFFICIAL SELECTION - Manhattan, New York 

2. International PSA competition OFFICIAL SELECTION - New York 

3. Jaipur International Film Festival OFFICIAL SELECTION - Jaipur, India 

4. Habitat Film Festival OFFICIAL SELECTION - New Delhi, India 

5. Variety International Film Festival OFFICIAL SELECTION  - Queens, New York 

6. 4th International Pune film festival OFFICIAL SELECTION - Pune, India 

7. Durango Independant 4 film festival OFFICIAL SELECTION - Colorado, USA 

8. Melbourne Independant Filmmakers festival OFFICIAL SELECTION - Melbourne, 

Australia 

9. Kautik International Film Festival OFFICIAL SELECTION - Uttarakhand, India 

10. Shortie Film Festival OFFICIAL SELECTION - Brooklyn, New York 

11. New Delhi Film Festival  OFFICIAL SELECTION - New Delhi, India 
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AWARDS AND HONORS 
1. Collective Critics Audience Award, New Delhi Film Festival, Director/editor - Ghost 

Villages of Himalayas 

2. Best Documentary Award, Variety International Film Festival, Director/editor - Ghost 

Villages of Himalayas 

3. FCCI Award, Best Indian Documentary, Director/editor - Ghost Villages of Himalayas 

4. Winner of dean’s list award for two consecutive semesters - New York Film Academy 

PUBLICATIONS 
1. Times of India (TOI) - India 

2. Thrive Global - New York 

3. GritDaily - New York 

4. Studio 15 - New York 

5. News 18 - India 

6. Himalayan Discover - India 

7. Uttarakhand Report - India 

8. New York Film Academy Blog 
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EDUCATION 
One year conservatory program at New York Film Academy, New York, USA

6 weeks documentary filmmaking workshop New York Film Academy,New York, USA

One year photography diploma, FAD international Pune, India

SKILLS 

1. Professionally certified in Avid Media Composer 
2. Adobe Premiere Pro 
3. Audition 
4. Pro Tools 
5. Adobe Media Encoder 
6. Photoshop 
7. Plural Eyes 
8. Professionally Tally Certified, Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, 
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